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PEARL SOFTWARE EXPANDS INTERNET MONITOR CAPABILITIES.  

Bandwidth and Application Control a Key Focus in Internet Monitor Software 

Exton, PA – March 24, 2011 - Pearl Software, Inc., announced the release of Version 10.0 of 

Pearl Echo, its leading Internet Monitor and Web Filter software.  This latest release extends the 

product’s Internet Monitor and Web Filter focus to include bandwidth limits and application time 

controls. 

 
“With tighter budgets and a growing International customer base, we are seeing a growing focus 
on bandwidth premiums,” stated David Fertell, Pearl Software’s President.  “Echo-
bandwidthControl™ is our new bandwidth use monitor and control product that will be included in 
our Pearl Echo Suite Internet Monitor solution.  As part of the product’s evolution, we are also 
excited to include application control capabilities.  Taking advantage of the light footprint we 
already have on the workstation, Echo-appControl™ provides managers with the ability to control 
access to any executable program residing on end-user’s workstations.”  Pearl Echo Suite Version 
10.0 includes the capability to control time spent not only online but on any application an end user 
may launch.  Access can be completely blocked to games or file sharing programs and a daily time 
allotment can be specified to non-restricted programs. 
 
Pearl Echo is an Internet Monitor, Web Filter and Access Control solution enabling effective 
management of employee Internet usage in mobile, desktop and server-centric environments. 
Pearl Echo actively captures employee web browsing, file transfers, news, chat, IM, e-mail and 
web-mail, including all encoded attachments. Pearl Software’s patented Mobility Monitor™ 
technology provides real-time review of email, chat and IM content. Internet access permissions 
can be set at the group, user and computer level, based on time controls, keyword triggers, allow-
lists, block-lists and a dynamic library of web domain category filters.    More information on Pearl 
Echo’s features including Version 10.0 enhancements can be found on Pearl Software’s web site.   
 
About Pearl Software 
 
Pearl Software was founded in 1996 by David Fertell and Joe Field. The company provides Internet 
Monitor, Web Filter and Access Control products to government agencies, corporations, hospitals, 
schools and libraries throughout the world. Pearl Software’s key patent-pending products include 
Pearl Echo®, Website-Echo™ and IM-Echo™.  The company also offers patented browser control 
software, TakeMeHome™ and partners with law enforcement to extend the application of its 
remote and mobile Internet monitor and control capabilities.  For additional news on Pearl 
Software, please visit http://www.pearlsw.com/news. 
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